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Dr. Melissa Norton
Editor-inChief
BMC Public Health

Re: MS: 1671841257226698
"Timeliness of National Notifiable Diseases Surveillance System in Korea: a cross-sectional study"

Dear Dr. Norton,

I would like to thank you and the editors of "BMC Public Health" for taking the time and effort to detailed review. We revised our manuscript again to abide by all of the recommendations. Thank you.

<Major revisions>
Table vertical elements
=> We edited the table without vertical lines as you recommended.

<Minor revisions>
Title
=> We removed the full period as you recommended.
Underlining
=> We removed all underlines in the manuscript as you recommended.
Keywords
=> We removed the Keywords following the Abstract as you recommended.

Abbreviations
=> We formatted abbreviations as a paragraph as you recommended.

Figure cropping
=> All figures were cropped as closely as possible as you recommended.